আলোচনায় মূলোদের সাক্ষাত রাখতে প্রস্তাব

মন্ত্রণালয় নিয়ন্ত্রক
নির্দেশনা পত্র, ডিসেম্বর 02, 2008

মন্ত্রণালয় নিয়ন্ত্রক

1. প্রতিযোগি নির্দেশনাভোজন - বিবিসিস সংস্থান

2. বিভাগের প্রতিযোগি স্বদেশি সংস্থান

3. বিভাগের প্রতিযোগি সাংস্কৃতিক সংস্থান

4. নিয়ন্ত্রণ প্রথম প্রতিযোগি

5. উক্তিসংস্থান

ৰাবণ: i) তথ্যচিন্তাযোগ্য প্রশ্ন প্রণয়ন করা।
ii) তথ্যচিন্তাযোগ্য প্রশ্ন প্রণয়ন করা সাধারণ বলার জন্য।
iii) তথ্যচিন্তাযোগ্য প্রশ্ন প্রণয়ন করা সাধারণ বলার জন্য।
iv) তথ্যচিন্তাযোগ্য প্রশ্ন প্রণয়ন করা সাধারণ বলার জন্য।
v) তথ্যচিন্তাযোগ্য প্রশ্ন প্রণয়ন করা সাধারণ বলার জন্য।

6. তথ্যচিন্তাযোগ্য

7. বিভাগের প্রথমপ্রতিযোগি

8. প্রথমপ্রতিযোগি

ৰাবণ: তথ্যচিন্তাযোগ্য প্রশ্নপ্রণয়ন করা, বিভাগ, সাধারণ প্রতিযোগি প্রণয়ন করা।

......
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పోండి మంత్రి సభ సమీక్ష

మొదట తిరుపుత్రం, తండ్రికి 2 మంది, 2008

వార్షిక సమావేశం యొక్క స్థానం

* * *

( మొదటి సమావేశం 10.00 నాలుగు ఎళ్లపేయింది. రాత్రి ప్రామాణిక ఆంగ్లం స్థాయి రూపాలు.)

విషయం: లెక్కిపిడితో రాఖిన ప్రశ్నలు

పత్రిక ప్రతిబంధం లో ఎందుకు అందుచేసినాం

పత్రిక 11 (2086)

మౌలిక నిష్ఠలు విరిసి, మౌలిక నిష్ఠలు సారిపడి, మౌలిక నిష్ఠలు విషయంలో సాధనం చేసినాం:

ప్రత్యేకించబడిన సమస్యలు, కాలంలో జరిగిన ఘటనలు ఎందుకు సమీక్షలు చేసినాం?

1) జాతిలో కాశిలో మనుగుల యొక్క వేదికలు భావిస్తుంను చారిత్రక రీతిలో లోదేస్తుంను అనుసరించి విషయం చేయబడింది?

2) భారతీయ జాతికి జాతి సంస్థల కార్యాలయం మాత్రం దాటించిన ఖాతాలు విషయం సాధనం చేయబడింది?

3) మనం, మన విభాగాల విషయం లేదు?

పత్రిక ప్రతిబంధంలో ఎందుకు అందుచేసినాం

పత్రిక 11 (2086)

1) అంటుంది.

2) ఎంచుకుని చదివబడింది.

3) అనువిధిత.

29.11.2008 విషయం రాసిన సమావేశం యొక్క లెక్కిపిడితో రాఖిన ప్రశ్నలు అందించబడింది. రాత్రి ప్రామాణిక ఆంగ్లం స్థాయి రూపాలు నిష్ఠలు లేదు. అందుకే రాత్రి ప్రామాణిక ఆంగ్లం స్థాయి రూపాలు నిష్ఠలు లేదు.
The natural text representation of this document is not possible due to the presence of text in an unrecognizable script or language. The content is not translatable or readable in English.
MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not allowing anybody.

(08900)

No personal allegations please.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please take your seat.

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not allowing anybody.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Rajendra Prasad. Nothing will go on record. At this point of time, I am not allowing anybody.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please take your seat, I am not allowing any body . The Minister will reply now.

(Silence)  

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not allowing anybody.

SRI T. SRINIVASULU: Why should we discuss it? It is before the High Court, it becomes sub judice.

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not allowing anybody. Finally, the Minister concerned is replying now.

(Silence)  

I am not allowing anybody. 

SRI T. SRINIVASULU: Why should we discuss it? It is before the High Court, it becomes sub judice.

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not allowing anybody.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please take your seat. I am going to next question.

(Interruption)

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am going to the next question. Please take your seats. It is very clear. I am not allowing any supplementary. There is no loss.

10.20
Q.No. 12 (2031)

MR.CHAIRMAN:- Second question postponed at the request of the members.

Q.No. 11 (2086)
2nd December, 2008

MR.CHAIRMAN:- Veerabhadra Rao Garu we are concerned with the present question regarding sand in East Godavari. You come with a different motion. You have to go with the consent of the House.

MR.CHAIRMAN:- It is only a short question. Nageshwer Rao Garu, again you are making it as a debate. It is a short notice question. Are you following my words.

We will definitely follow you.

MR.CHAIRMAN:- You come with a different motion. Your argument is not in the taste of the House. You have to go with the consent of the House.

(unclear)

Both are friends to me. Unfortunately they are quarrelling outside and some arbitration exercise was done by Sri Rosaiah Garu. These are the facts sir. Let them come with the facts. What are the irregularities that are committed and what is the High Court direction on that?

let it be inquired by the House Committee sir.
What is the Government doing?
It is not sub judice,
2nd December, 2008

(অবসরপত্র)

(অবসরপত্র)

(অবসরপত্র)

(অবসরপত্র)

(অবসরপত্র)
2nd December, 2008

He is subordinate to the Ministers Sir. Definite we require a judicial enquiry or House Committee. Judicial Enquiry will be held in this regard. The entire Government is jointly and severally responsible. It is the Collective responsibility.

Welcome to the meeting. The information received from the Government Pleader for Industries is that no official copies are received from the High Court and further action will be taken in the matter as per the directions of the High Court of Andhra Pradesh. It is a decision of the Government. The information received from the Government Pleader for Industries is that no official copies are received from the High Court and further action will be taken in the matter as per the directions of the High Court of Andhra Pradesh. It is a decision of the Government.
2nd December, 2008

We are not agreeing for that.

From our side also.

There is a limit sir.

Next business continue

There is a limit sir. We are not agreeing for that. From our side also we are very clear Sir. House committee from our side also we are very clear Sir. House committee from our side also...
They are not willing. They are not agreeing.

**CAGE CULTURE IN THE COASTAL AREAS**

Qn.No.12 (2031)

MR.CHAIRMAN: Question No. 12 is postponed at the request of the Members.

10.50

Wisdom of the Chairman

Is it not the common responsibility of the House?
MR. CHAIRMAN: The concerned Minister is not agreeing for the constitution of a House Committee. Please ask your Members to resume their seats.

I have taken this issue seriously.
11.00

MR. CHAIRMAN: That shows the indiscipline and mis-conduct of the Member.

SRI K. ROSAIAH: What is this? I agree to refer it to the Privilege Committee.

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am referring.
I can also become like him. I have taken seriously yesterday.

(Translation)

I also: I have taken seriously yesterday. I have taken seriously yesterday.

...
I am on my legs. I am not yielding.
MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not allowing. Question hour is over and rest of the questions are deemed to have been answered.

(The House adjourned for tea break for Fifteen minutes.)

(The House reassembled at 11.55 a.m.)

(Mr. Chairman in the Chair.)
MR. CHAIRMAN: Matter Under Rule 311 is postponed. All the papers including the Agenda are deemed to have been laid on the Table of the House.

1. A copy of the Andhra Pradesh Education (Amendment) Ordinance, 2008 (A.P. Ordinance No. 14 of 2008), as required under Clause 2(a) of Article 213 of the Constitution of India.

2. A copy of the Andhra Pradesh Municipal Laws (Second Amendment) Ordinance, 2008 (A.P. Ordinance No.15 of 2008), as required under Clause 2(a) of Article 213 of the Constitution of India.

A copy of the report on the decisions of the Business Advisory Committee taken at its meeting held on 30th November, 2008.
MR. CHAIRMAN : I have some announcements to make. Let me read them first.
I am announce to the House that I have nominated the following Members to be on the Panel of Vice-Chairman for the VI Session of Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council.

1) Sri Vasireddy Varada Rama Rao
2) Sri B Kamalaker Rao
3) Dr. Rayapati Srinivas
4) Dr. Masala Padmaja

I am to announce to the House that Sri Kanna Laxminarayana, Minister for Transport is on official tour abroad, Hon’ble Chief Minister has delegated his subjects to Sri Konathala Ramakrishna, Minister for Commercial Taxes for the purpose of business in the Council.

I am to announce to the House that as Sri Kasu Venkata Krishna Reddy, Minister for Civil Supplies has been away from Headquarters due to exigencies from 01-12-2008, the Hon’ble Chief Minister has delegated his subjects to Sri Konathala Ramakrishna, Minister for Commercial Taxes for the purpose of Business in the Council.

I am to announce to the House that the Hon’ble Chief Minister has delegated the subjects of Sri G Vinod, Minister for Labour and Employment to Smt. J. Geetha reddy, Minister for Major Industries for the purpose of business in the Council on 5-12-2008.

I am to announce to the House that Sri Jakkampudi Ramamohan Rao, Minister for Excise and Prohibition is undergoing medical treatment, the Hon’ble Chief Minister has delegated his subjects to Sri Dharmana Prasada Rao, Minister for Revenue for the purpose of business in the Council.
SRI B CHENGALRAYUDU : Sir, I submit the petition of 188 Junior Linemen who have been selected but not posted in the Department. Kindly refer this petition to the Petitions Committee for appropriate action.

MR.CHAIRMAN: Now special mention by the Sri Puvvada Nageswara Rao.

MR.CHAIRMAN: Special mention by Sri Cherupalli Seetharamulu.
Politics is not about big money or power games. It is about the improvement of peoples .......
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2008-2009 had a significant impact on the economy. In terms of total sales, the rate was 38% higher. Additionally, the total sales increased by 330% compared to the previous year. The total sales amounted to Rs.3,185.77 in 2007-2008. In this year, the total sales increased to Rs.5,142.74.

The total sales in 2003-2004 were Rs.1,956.97. The growth rate in sales was 5.62%.

The total sales in 2005-2006 were Rs.3,448.69. The growth rate in sales was 42%.

The total sales in 2006-2007 were Rs.4,219.42. The growth rate in sales was 23%.

The total sales in 2007-2008 were Rs.6,557.76. The growth rate in sales was 330%.

The total sales in 2008-2009 were Rs.11,508.16. The growth rate in sales was 750%.

The total sales in 2009-2010 were Rs.15,000.00. The growth rate in sales was 23%.

The total sales in 2010-2011 were Rs.18,500.00. The growth rate in sales was 240%.

The total sales in 2011-2012 were Rs.21,000.00. The growth rate in sales was 23%.

The total sales in 2012-2013 were Rs.25,000.00. The growth rate in sales was 50%.

The total sales in 2013-2014 were Rs.30,000.00. The growth rate in sales was 20%.
2nd December, 2008
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(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)

(అమలుమానం)
MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Mohan Reddy, let us come to the subject.

SRI B CHANGAL RAYUDU: It is a word of appreciation and exemplifies that how an economically backward student earned such crores of money. It is only comparative study. It is only comparative study. 1999 & 2000: 52, 69. 2000 & 2001: 63, 80. 72 of the students. It is only comparative study. It is only comparative study. 39&72 of the students. It is only comparative study. 84, 97. 123.65. 206.98. 343.56. 858. It is only comparative study. It is only comparative study.
It is our moral...
responsibility. 

2nd December, 2008

(12.40)

(12.40)

(12.40)

(12.40)

(12.40)

(12.40)
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Equality through reservations.
SRI JUPUDI PRABHAKAR RAO –Sir, with all the inequalities in the Society, now we are debating what the previous Government did and the present Government is doing but as the elder Sri. Ch Ramaiah Garu said the social responsibility of the politicians and the Government both present and past.

I do not want to compare what the previous Government did and the present Government is doing but as the elder Sri. Ch Ramaiah Garu said the social responsibility of the politicians and the Government both present and past. I do not want to compare what the previous Government did and the present Government is doing but as the elder Sri. Ch Ramaiah Garu said the social responsibility of the politicians and the Government both present and past.
what is the budget allocation in the previous Government and the present Government? I want to stress upon here very systematically.

But there is a missing element which I don’t understand—Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar photo is not there. The leaders who have come up from Vikarabad area, or the Government officials near the Vikarabad area how they missed to see the Photo of Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar. If they miss, they missed the very philosophy of Dr.Ambedkar. Not only the photo, I have instructed the person who is running the college. With the liberlisation, globalisation and privatisation, this Government has taken steps.
It is amazing that these youngsters are now planning to become Engineers, Doctors or professional men in the society. They will not call it reservation but they call it affirmative policy. Hats off to the Government.
I explained very clearly about the A.P. Study Circle. I appeared for the I.A.S. and Group – I through A.P. Study Circle. I know, how it is running now.

I can tell you one thing very clearly and with authority.

Yes, he has taken it as a challenge. Yes, he has taken it as a challenge.

It is not correct. If you want real love and affection towards the society, towards the hostels, as a Representative, as a Bureaucrat, as a responsible person, and as a citizen of India.
This is happening. Let me express my feelings my dear friends. Don't disturb me, it is not correct.

MR.CHAIRMAN: I will go through the records.

(*) Expunged as ordered by the Chair.
(2nd December, 2008)

Yes, Yes, No clarification is required here.

Let me explain the thing. Here are the facts. Here are the facts, but these are the facts. Here are the facts. Here are the facts. Here are the facts. Here are the facts. Here are the facts. Here are the facts. Here are the facts.
economically backward classes
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MR.CHAIRMAN:- One minute you will continue tomorrow.

(1.30)

You finalize and give the list I will follow the same.
MR.CHAIRMAN:-Tomorrow I will post it for the reply by the Ministers.

MR.CHAIRMAN:- We will close it for the reply by the Ministers. Kindly bear with me. Other items have also to be accommodated. Reply will be given by the Minister. Subba Reddy garu will then take part in the clarification. Discussion will continue tomorrow.

The House is adjourned to meet again tomorrow at 10.00 A.M.

(The House then adjourned at 1-35 PM to meet again at 10.00 A.M on Wednesday, the 3rd of December, 2008)